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to promote the health of populations. This involves expanding the vision to understand the relationship between the behaviors of people and variables such as culture, ethnicity, religion, social class, and political context, for examples.
In this endeavor, SRT indicates that in order to understand the process of construction of social representations, it is necessary to contextualize the object and the subject, inserting the conditions for the conclusion 4 . People are historically determined and live immersed in a society and private culture, therefore, the care approach needs to be done considering the object (care), its agents and subjects. In the research of social representations, the health care and technologies acquire status of a psycho-social phenomenon, bringing together the knowledge produced by the area that delimits as the object of knowledge and practice in the field of health, but also express forms of being and acting based on cultures and ways of dealing with the body, health, disease and healing. For this reason, to access the conditions of social representations production by means of data collection instruments to be previously applied to other techniques is a condition to research them, allying to a good script of an object exploration to capture the route of the thought from the subjects and the dynamics of their actions 5 .
Much knowledge has been produced in the nursing field with the approach of SRT, and contributions from the theory to our discipline, and from this to the field of RS are undeniable; therefore, with 55 years old, the theory is a young lady who is leading us through a trail consisted by traits that, at the time they are firm, show themselves flexible enough to add their own news to a society in constant change, built by creative and active subjects, producers of knowledge, to do's and emotions, nuances that articulate, and which Moscovici captured so well and has offered to the Science.
